INSTALLATION

ASSEMBLY

GRP Walers are available in lengths of 1.6m &
2.1m with sheet options of 1.5m & 2.0m. Aluminium
hydraulic struts can create trench widths ranging
from 0.62m-1.42m. A suite of lightweight ancillaries
are available to complement the system.

1.6m walers have a working area between struts
of 1.06m, each assembled frame weighing 30kg.
2.1m walers have a working area between struts
of 1.56m, each assembled frame weighing 35kg
(based on short strut lengths).

Commence assembly of two frames by laying the
walers on timber skids a safe distance away from
the excavation. For certain ground
conditions, a third frame may be required.

Installation commences by digging a trench up
to 1.0m deep. This can be done by hand or if
available a micro or mini excavator can be used.
Battered ends are preferable to allow easy
access.

GRP Sheets and Walers can either be installed
with a mini excavator or by hand. This SSoW will
demonstrate the procedure manually. Simply
replace steps G & S by installing and extracting
using a suitably rated four leg chain.

approx.
250mm
2 hole group for
Endsafe struts

1. MGF GRiPSHORE™ is a range of lightweight,
GRP shoring products, ideal for manual handling
and use in he utilities sector when either hand
digging or using a mini excavator to form a trench
in soils hat do not collapse when using the dig
and place install technique.

3 hole group
for hydraulics
The end of the strut with the hose connector is
secured with a single pin through the upper hole.
The 2nd rail is then placed on the struts & pinned
through two remaining holes (both walers will be
flush). The end two holes are for Endsafe struts.

Both frames should be pumped out so that it is
only slightly smaller than the sheet to sheet
dimension. Lower both frames into the trench and
pitch the four corner sheets by hand, throughout
the installation toe-in sheets if the ground allows.

With the four corner sheets in place, connect the
hydraulic hoses to the bottom frame via the
supplied two-way bridle. The hose fitting will
connect to the quick release valves on each
cylinder (Sheets may need securing temporarily).

Sheets should be in continuous contact with the
trench wall, it is critical that any voids directly
behind the hydraulic struts are packed out with
timber or suitable fill material to ensure that the
ground is fully pre-loaded.

Pump out the lower frame to between
400-750psi, the pressure gauge must hold and
not indicate any loss in pressure. Raise the top
frame to the required level as per design data
and repeat pump out process.

2. The GRP Sheets & Walers system provides
shoring solutions for excavation dep hs from
1000 to 2000mm, incorporating single acting
hydraulic struts to support trench wid hs ranging
from 620mm to 1420mm.
3. Beyond 1.0m dep h, only access and work
from within fully assembled frames.
4. Always ensure all pins and retaining clips are
correctly fitted prior to use.
5. Do not allow personnel within the trench
whilst the excavator is digging.
6. Always work from a posi ion of safety. Avoid
working above on an unsupported edge, an
unprotected edge or under a suspended load.
7. Do not pre-load/pump out hydraulics beyond
750 psi/50 bar using MGF bucket pump.

With the ground pre-loaded, excavate down to
1.5m below ground level. If the ends of the trench
are not battered, choose a suitable ladder location
and drive a 1.5m sheet down flush with ground
level.

The remaining sheets can be pitched between the
waler frames and the face of the excavation. If a
blockage is found do not force the GRP sheets. It
is safe to enter the excavation and clean up trench
walls with a spade to remove the blockage.

If moderate impact is required to the top of
sheets, ensure that the end is protected with
suitably thick hardwood. To assist driving and
extracting sheets, individual hydraulic struts can
be de-pressurised one strut at a time.

If the ends of the trench are to remain open then
it is important to ensure that the face of the
ground is stable and no loose materials will fall
into the trench. If there is any doubt then it is
recommended to use Endsafe struts and sheets.

REMOVAL

Push down corner sheets to 1.5m depth. Connect
frames together & upper frame to trench sheets
using chains, shackles & safety hooks, securely
attached to waler lifting points. Chain length should
be adjusted to suit change in frame & sheet depth.

DISASSEMBLY

8. Always ensure operatives are safely out of
the excavation and hydraulics de-pressurised
before removal of units.
9. If the ends of the trench are to remain open
then it is important to ensure hat the face of the
ground is stable and no loose materials will fall
into the trench. If there is any doubt hen it is
recommended to use Endsafe struts and
sheets.

GRP is flame retardant - avoid hot working
GRP Robustness - take care

Ensure that the final position of the sheets and
frames sit square and vertical against both faces
of the excavation with continuous vertical contact
on the exposed trench faces. Re-align, pack out if
necessary. For 1.5m dig depths, installation is now
complete and the excavation is safe to enter.

For 2.0m dig depths, dig down to 2m depth. As
you excavate, carefully de pressurise the frame
and lower to final design level adjusting the
chains as required. Push sheets down to
formation level.

If required replace sheets at the ladder access
points with 2m sheets. Inspect the full installation
before entering the excavation. When inside the
trench, continually monitor the walls for change of
conditions such as water seepage, excessive
movement or cracks.
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Understrut Clearance

T
Sheets and Walers are removed in a continuous
backfill and lifting sequence.
For 2.0m depths, backfill and compact ground to
1.5m depth before attempting to remove any
equipment. Removal is a reverse of the
installation sequence.

Lightweight - in wind strap down

Frames can now be disassembled.
Place the frame on timber skids. Take out all the
r-clips & pins and remove the hydraulic rams.
Re-attach the bucket pump to the hydraulic struts
and release any fluid back into the bucket.
Before collection remove any loose dirt and
contaminants.
Equipment can now be returned to MGF.
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Safe Working Load

Pin Assembly

See MGF
channel
for installation guidance:
https://www.youtube.com/user/MGFLtd

Adhesion loads when extracting by hand
(manual handling)
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